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In recent years there has heen a realization on iixe ]^rt of
many librarians that for many adults, intent upon exploring familiar
and unfamiliar fields, there are comparatiTely few "readable" books.
One of the reasons for this is that a majority of these adults rank at
about the seventh grade level, or below, in reading ability, therefore
they cannot read with understanding many of the materials which correspond
to adult interests. Consequently, it is necessary that special texts
be written for these adults or that careful selections and gradings be
made of already existing materials. This must be done in order that
the motives which these adults have for reading may be sustained and
kept at a hi^ level. Realizing this, librarians auid others interested
in the enrichment of adult life began the search for simple, olear
texts dealing with a wide variety of subjects.
The purpose of this study is (l) to review the histoxy of the
movement for the publication of materials for adults} (2) to study some
of the agencies idiich promote the publication of readable materials} and
(3) to collect available bibliographies of materials for adults of low
reading levels. Included also in idle investigation is an atto&pt at a
subject analysis of the bibliographies in idiis area in order to obtain some
idea of the subject matter on which books for adults are available.
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It is hoped that the study will be of praotloal use in making
librarians aware of published nAterials for adults of low reading levels.
Such a study should also reveal the various agencies to which librarians
xnay go to secure materials and some of the various subject areas in
sdiich there is available material. Also, there may be an indication of
areas in tdiich there is a need for new or additional materials.
Definitions
Readable materials for adults of low reading levels may be de¬
fined as those which may be read with satisfaction or interest, which
are attractive in style or treatment, which are easy and pleasant to
read, and which correspond to adult emotional responses and experiences.
Methodology
The two major groups idiioh have done the most to promote readable
materials for adults are the public libraries and agencies for adult
education. For this reason. Library Literature and the Education Index
were used to secure Information on the trends sind movements relative to
the provision of materials for adults. Through the use of these in¬
dexes. fourteen agencies were selected as the most likely sources fcr
materials in this area. The agencies were*
1. The Institute of Adult Education. Teaohers College.
Columbia University.
2. The Tennessee Talley Authority.
3. The American Library Association. Department of
Adult Education.
4. The United States Office of Education. Literacy
Education Project.
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5» Ihe National Education Association of the IMited
States.
6. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization.
7. The United States Works Project Administration.
Eduoatioa Section.
8. Cincinnati Publio Library. Reader's Bureau.
9. United States Bureau of Prisons. United States
Deparlment of Justice.
10. United States Departm^t of Justice. Immigration
and Naturalization Serviee.
11. Cleveland Publio Library. Reader's Bureau.
12. Ihe Nefw Tork Publio Library.
13. Ihe Canadian Association for Adult Education.
14. Ihe Catholic Library Association.
Letters were sent to these agencies requesting bibliographies
of materials for the adult whose ability to read was limited.
Eleven agencies sent reading lists which they had prepared or
had developed in cooperation with some other agency. They also sent
Information revealing how the materials were prepared or the basis on
sdiioh they selected the books for their lists. The reading lists sent
by the agencies represent most of the work being done at the present
time, since they were received from agencies which give national coverage
to such materials. A list of the bibliographies tdiich were used in the
study and the sources from which they were obtained appears in Chapter
IV. Two of the agencies are no longer active.
Li order to determine the subjects on which materials for adults
of low reading levels were being prepared, the items in each bibliography
were studied and grouped according to seventeen subject categories which
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seemed to cover the items in the bibliographies. An annotation or
descriptive note appeared with most of the materials listed, so iiiat
group placement was not based on book titles alone.
Further investigation showed that many of the materials developed
for adults were prepared for use in adult education classes. In order
to determine the number of books developed specifically for classroom
use a second grouping was developed.
Materials for adults of low reading levels have been prepared
for four groups of readers, who may be divided according to two grade
levels: grades 1-4 include beginners in reading and the semi-illiterates
who have not progressed beyond the mechanies of reading; grades S-7
include "average Americans” and foreign-born adults who are able to
read in their own langimge but cannot understand English. A count of
the number of books in each grade level (1-4 and 5-7) constituted the
third type of analysis of the bibliographies.
CHAPTER II
THE DEfVELOPlfMT OP INTEREST IN READABLE MATBRULS FOR
ADULTS OF LOW READING LEFELS
The purpose of this olmpter is to sssmoble, from the mass of
studies ia readability, those ia7estigations iriiioh have been done
witi3i emphasis on materials for adults of limited reading ability. The
efforts to pro-ride readable books for adul-ts began in -the early 1920* s,
paralleling the -work being done in adult eduoation -idiich began to
reoeiTe an increased amount of attention at this time. This suuonary
attempts to show the major aoti-rities under-taken by In-restigators -bo
select, prepare and publish reading materials for adults shose educa¬
tional background is below the seren-tii grade.
The search for readable materials for adults has been at-baoked
from -two major directions. One aspect has been deroted to writing
materials with limited -rocabularies and simple sen-benoe structure for
adults of this level and another has been oonoemed with selecting from
existing materials those which can best meet the needs of these readers.
These steps were -baken because many librarians and teachers of adults
realised that -bhe average presen-bation of serious subjects could not be
read and tinderstood with ease a majority of their pa-brons.
There were several groups for whom the searoh for readable
materials -was begun. One group -was composed of adults who read at about
the seventh grade level, who desired to acquire new information on
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serious subjects but irtio were unable to find adequate materials. A
second group included the functionally illiterate who had not progressed
beyond the fourth grade in reading and needed books to help them learn
to read as well as books related to their jobs, home and leisure time
aotiTities. Another group included the foreign-bom readers, who were
educated in their oen language, but who were not familiar with English.
This latter group needed books to prepare its members for American
citizenship, books about getting and holding a job. books about establish¬
ing and maintaining a home, books on health and safety, personal and
Intergroup relations, recreational and leisure-time activities, cultural
interests, and books interpreting America. Since it is easier to
acquire new information from simply written materials, requests for easy
reading materials have come from most of the adult book-reading popula¬
tion. Readable materials, then, have been created for the use of every¬
one. although it is the first three groups who are most in need of them.
In 1925. the Sub-Committee on Readable books of the Commission on
the Library and Adult Education was formed by the American Library
Association. Its first task was to Identify and classify readable books
that were available for adults. In 1927. a librarian. Ikuma Felsenidial.
was secured to give continuous attention to the task of selecting books
in this area. Under her direction a bulletin. Readable Books in Many
Subjects . was published. The list appeared first in the Journal of
Adult Education. April. 1929. and was reprinted later, with additions,
as a separate bulletin.
lEmma Felsenthal. Readable Books in Many Subjects (Chicagot
American Library Association. 1929).
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The vocabulary burden of materials was one of the first oonoems
of investigators in tiie development of readable materials for adults.
In the beginning, investigations centered around children's books. Edward
L. Thorndike made one of the first oomprehenslve lists^ basing it i»i the
frequency counts of words used in elementary school textbooks. Swenson's
list^ of 300 English words was prepared with a view to formulating a
minimum vocabulsry for foreigpers learning to speak Kaglish. Because a
vocabulary of 300 words was not sufficient to afford the foreigner the
ability to understand the printed materials, with idiieh he came in con-
tact, a longer list of 900 words was developed. In 1930, Ethel Cornell
prepared a list^ for persons i^o cannot read in any lemguage. A more
extensive word list was prepared by Alfred Recall which was composed of
4,000 words which every citizen and voter should know. Writers of text¬
books desired for use in Americanization classes have frequently utilized
the words in this list.
Ogden's Basie English^, which appeared in 1932, represwited an
attempt to establish a working vocabulary of 850 words. There were five
grammatical rules used in the preparation of the Basic English system.
The primary rule which made the reduced vocabulary possible was the
^Edward L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word-book (New York*
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1921).
Blaine Swenson, "Swenson's 300 Words," Hew York Times,
November 5, 1933.
®Ethel Cornell, A Beginning Reading Vocabulary for Foreign-bom
Adults with Special Reference to Those Who Cannot feead in any LanguagsT
University of the State of New York Bulletin, No. 948 (Albany, New
Yorkt University of the State of New York, 1930).
^Alfred E. Rejall, "Reading Vocabularies," Thirty and One Reading
Tests for Voters and Citizenship (New York* Noble A Noble, 1926).
^Charles K, Ogden, Basie English (London* Kegan Paul, Trenoh,
Truber A Co., 1932).
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elimination of the verb, using for verb forms derivatives in -er, -Ing,
and -ed with 400 of the nouns. This extension in vooabuleury made it
possible for an individual to carry on effective communications for
whioh normally a vocabulary of 20,000 woz^s was employed.
In the initial attempts to provide readable materials, studies
were made to determine what elements in printed matter led to diffi¬
culty or what elements made for readability. In 1933, John Chancellor
made a study^ to investigate the suitability of available reading
materials for native-born illiterates and near-illiterates. His study,
based on the opinions of educational workers and librarians who had
experience with the problem, revealed that much of the material avail¬
able for adult illiterates and near-illiterates failed to be readable
for l^ee reasons - it was too difficult, it progressed too rapidly in
difficulty, or its content was not sufficiently interesting to adults.
Using his findings as criteria, the author indicated books of greatest
usefulness for begiimsrs in reading.
Increasing demands for materials from adult education agencies
made it necessai^ that a list of readable books be prepared that would
be of contemporary interest. Work on such a list was begun in 1933 tinder
the join auspices of the American Library Association and the American
Association for Adult Education with the Endorsement of the Commissioner
2
of Education. The result was -Uie Holt list which included references
^John M. Chancellor, Available Reading Material for Native-born
smd Adult Illiterates and Near-Illiterates (u7 S. Bureau of Prisons.
1933.)
%)oris Hoit, Books of General Interest for Today* s Headers
(Washington! American Llbraz^ Association and American Association for
Mult Education, 1954).
relating to more than forty subjects suggested by the Sub-C(»nmittee on
Readable Books*
In 1934* an iuTestigation was made by Dale and lyler^ to determine
the oharaoteristios within the reading materials themselves whioh affeet
ease of oompr^ension. Because they are of interest to almost ever^ne*
health materials were used by these investigators with adults of limited
education. The factors discovered which were most closely related to
difficulty of oompreheusion were the number of different technical words
in the sentence* the number of prepositional phrases in the selection*
and the number of words beginning with the letter i. As indicators of
ease in technical materials* Dale and Tyler selected 769 words from
O
Ihomdike’s Teacher* s Word-Book and the Word List of the International
Kindergarten Union* A word was considered ’’easy” if it was common to
both lists.
4
Ojemann* in 1934 found the relation for fourteen factors to the
difficulty of material using as subjects peu>ents with somewhat more educa¬
tion than that possessed by Dale and Tyler's subjects. The results
showed a reasonably high correlation between difficulty and the number
^iBdgar Dale and Ralph W. lyier* "A Study of the Factors In¬
fluencing the Diffioul-ty of Reading Materials for Adults of Limited
Reading Ability** Library Quarterly* IV (1934). 384-412.
9
*^!!homdike* op. oit.
^International Kindergarten Union Child Study Committee. A
S^dy of the Vocabulary of Children before Entering First Grade ””
(Washingtont International kindergarten tTnlon* 1928).
^Ralph Ojemann* *The Reading Ability of Parents and Factors
Assooiated with Reading Difficulty of Parent-Bduoation Materials.”
Researches in Peurent Education* II. University of Iowa Studies in
Child Welfare* VIII (March 1, 1934).
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of prepositions, -tiie number of prepositions plus infinitive signs, the
rate of total words in dependent olauses.
In 1934, Oray and Leary^ published a study of the qualities in
books which led to readability. Special attention was given to adults
of limited reading ability. Ihis study undertook to find what qualities,
in the opinion of librarians, publishers, teachers and directors of
adult education classes, made a book readable. !Ihe majority of those
questioned believed that factors of content, style, and format were of
greatest importance in readability. A readability formula was developed
from an analysis of passages from books, magazines and newspapers which
had been used in adult reading comprehension tests. The formula was
based on five elements: the nxmber of different hard words (not included
in the Dale list of 769 words)} the number of first, second and third
person pronouns; the average sentence length in words, the percentage
of different words; and the number of prepositional phrases.
!Ihe findings of these initial investigations stimulated interest
in writing materials designed for adults of low reading levels. Among
the first groups of materials printed was a pamphlet series entitled
American Primers, written to meet tbe needs of adult education classes,
worker’s groups and school classes for readable materials in the social
sciences. The series of nine pamphlets which discussed current issues
in economics, politics and sociology in a non-teohnioal language were
entitled. Youth in the Depression, by Kingsley Davis, Strikes, by
Joseph I. Senturia, Friends or Enemies? by Julius W, Pratt, Money, by
Vllliam S, Gray and Bernice 6. Leary, What ifakes
Readable (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935).
a Book
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Maro Rose and Roman L, Horne, Crime, by Nathsuiiel Cantor, Jobs or the
Dole?, by Neal B, DeNood, Business aiai Government, by John C, Crighton
and Joseph I, Senturia, The Farm Business, by Roman L, Home, and You
and Itaohlnes, by William F. Ogbura*^
In order to provide adults of low reading levels with some
knowledge of olassloal literature, a few authors attempted to simplify
many standard navels and olassios« The procedures followed in simpli¬
fying the classics were to replace words outside a basic word list with
easier words, to omit tedious descriptions and excess wordage and to
replace difficult or rare sentence structure with a more simple style*
Since the adapted book was in many ways only an abridgement of the
original, not all of the simplifications proved readable for the class
of readers for whom they were intended.
The first special agency established to promote the production
of readable boc^s was the Readability Laboratory at Teachers College,
Columbia University. The two groups assuming the financial responsi¬
bility for the laboratory were, the Conmittee on Readable Books of the
American Association for Adult Education and the Macmillan Publishing
Company. This agency tmdertook to produce non-fiction books in clear,
comprehensible English which ranked at about the seventh grade in read¬
ing difficulty but which employed the language of adults* Twelve books
were produced with the first volumes appearing in 1939, under the
series title. The Peoples Library.
During the 1930*s the Works Projects Administration did much
^Mildred J, Wiese, Let*s Talk It Over (Chicago! University
of Chicago Press, 1936), 4.
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to foster adult education and thus iras a foroe for the promotion of
readable materials. Sie Sdueation Section of the Works Projects Adminis¬
tration published a graded word list, in fire progressire levels, with
the word load increasing at each level. This list was used in preparing
reading materials for adult education classes in the foundation fields
and later became the vocabulary list of the army in preparing its
literacy education materials.
Library interest in the readable books movement was shown in the
development of reading lists for their patrons. The interest of the
Cincinnati Public Library in helping the foreign-bom resulted in the
compilation and publioatim of an eumotated list^ of easy readings for
the adult beginner, foreign and native-born. This bibliography brought
together textbooks and supplementary readings which would help beginners
in reading reach a stage of profioienoy where they could read books at the
adult level. These books were grouped in grade levels from 1-7.
One of the greatest experiments in producing readable nmterials
for adults of low literacy levels was developed by the United States
Army for its Special Training Units program. In getting UtiB materials
to be used in the training units, the Army had the help of many of the
readability investigators. The vocabulary list used in preparing the
2
materials was compiled from the Works Projects Administration word list.
Cincinnati Public Idbrary. Reader’s Bureau, Books for Mult
Beginners (Chicago: American Library Association, 1946).
C.S. Works Projects Administration. Graded Word List for the
Preparation of Reading Materials for Adult Education in -aie Poundatima
Fields (Technical series, Bd. oir. no. 10 supp. no. 1) The Adminis-
tration, 1939.
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from frequency word counts in the Soldier’s Handbook^ and other manuals
and from the study of word usage in various routine Ai>my situaticoxs.
Reading materials used in the Speoial Training Ihiits were intimately re¬
lated to Army experiences and were therefore of little interest outside
of the Army: they, however, helped to show vdiat could be done in the
development of such materials*
The war period made writers of mass circulation printed materials
realise -that only a small portion of the adult population were reached
by their publications. A style of writing had to be used that could be
landerstood by more people. Thus, investigations were concerned wi-th
improving -the reading ease of materials such as newspapers, magasines
and information leaflets vdiioh circulated to -the mass audience*
2
In 1194f^ Irving Lorge developed a new formula for predicting
readability. The basic data used in the formula were -the number of
words in -the sample, the ntmiber of sentences in the sample, the number
of prepositional phrases and the number of hard words. The Dale List
of 769 Easy Words^ was used as a basis for the number of hard words.
Using the Lorge formula as a basis for fur-lher experimentation,
4
Rudolf Flesch began an investigation to discover vhat fao-tors led to
comprehension of the materials that had been read* Because he felt that
the Lorge formula failed to differentiate be-twe«i the vocabulaiy- of an
adult smd a child, he developed a new formula using as indexes of
^Soldier’s Handbook (2d. ed. Infantry Journal, New York*
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1941).
A
Ii*ving Lorge, "Predicting Readabili-ty," Teachers College
Record, Wm (1944), 404-419.
®Dale and Tyler, op. oit.
Rudolf Flesch, Marks of Readable Style (New Yorki Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1943),
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dlffieulty, the number of words, the average sentenoe length, the number
of affixes and the number of personal references.
A third readability formula was developed in 1948 by Bdgar Dale
and Jeanne S. Chall,^ sdio believed that a short out method oould be
developed for judging difficulty of written materials. Their formula
was based on two counts; average sentence length and the percentage of
unfamiliar words (words outside of the Dale List of 3,000 words).
In 1949, a revision of the Fleseh formula appeared. It was
developed to show two factors - "reading ease** eind "human interest".
The formula was based on five counts-the number of words, average
sentenoe length, the nximber of syllables, the niunber of personal words,
and the count of personal sentences.
These formulae have been used to test many of the types of
materials that reach the average adult. Through the use of the Fleseh
Formula for reading ease and human interest, Trenohard and Crissey^
determined the readability of issues of Time and Newsweek for two five-
year periods, 1936-1940 and 1945-1949. Their results showed a trend
4
toward easier-to-read editorial copy. In 1950, Brayfield and Need,
by applying the revised Fleseh formula to oooupational information
udgar Dale and Jeeinne S. Chall, "A Formula for Predlotitai of
Readability," Sducation Research Bulletin, IXVII (1948) 11-20.
^Rudolf Flesoh, The Art of Refidable Writing (Hew York* Hsurper
and Brothers, 1949).
Kendal I. Trenoimurd, and W. J. E. Criss^, "Readabili-^ Ad¬
vertising and Editorial Copy in Time and Newsweek," Journal of
Applied Psychology. XXX7I (Jxuio, 1952) 161-163.
^Author H, Brayfield and Patricia A. Reed, "Row Readable are
Occupational Information Booklets," Joiurnal of Applied Psychology,
XmV, (1950) 325-328.
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pamphlets, foimd that ourrent oeoupatlonal information falla far short
of meeting the requirements for oomprehension and interest vhioh have
been suggested by investigators. As a result of the applleation of the
Lorge, Fleseh« and Dale and Chall formulae for determining readability
to certain United Nations Publications, Miohaelis and Tyler^ secured
evidenoe that the different formulae may be more suitable for some materi¬
als than for others. They also oonoluded that the United Nations
material sampled appeared to be too difficult for hi(^-school students.
The Fleseh technique has been used by the Assooiated Press staff to pro¬
duce a dally coverage of the news that is easier to read and easier for
the average reader to understand.
Materials for the functionally illiterate have been prepared by
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
to be used with its Fundamental Education programs. IQxis bureau has
prepared simple reading materials dealing with modem problems on which
every person needs scientifically reliable informtion. The materials
employ a vocabulary suited to readers who have had only two or three
years of study and deal with such subjects as health, agriculture and
shelter.
In 1953, The New York Public Library made available to other
libraries its list of easy materials for adults which developed from a
workshop study.
The foregoing summary reveals what has been done specifically
^John Michaelis and Fred T. lyier, "A Con^rison of Reading
Ability and Readability,” Journal of Eduoatio3aal Psychology, XLII
(1951), 491-498.
%iew York Public Library, Easy Resting for Mults; Three-hundred
Titles Helpful to Living in America (New Yorkt The Hew York Public
Library, 1954).
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in the area of developing readable materials for adults. The results shar
that continued research is needed to determine the most appropriate
formula to be used with speeifie typ^B of materials. !Qiey also indicate
that there has been little work in actually writing materials geared to
this level and that fiurther investigations are needed in identifying
the right book for all readers.
CHAPTER III
THE MAJOR AOENCIES VIEICH COLLECT, EDIT AliO
PREPARE READABIE MATERIALS FOR ADULTS
OF LOW REAOIHO lEVELS
9
The facts related in Chapter II eumtoarised the vork done in the
past in preparing readable mterials for adults. To discover the present
status of research, inquiries were siade to fourteen agencies, which
appeared to be interested in the enrichment of adult life through the
use of printed materials. In the selection, only those agencies ihich
constructed materials for civilian adults were considered. This accounted
for the omission of the work done by the United States Armed Forces, which
constructed many materials for adult illiterates and near-illiterates.
The content of the Am^r readers dealt with Army life and problems of
military importance and therefore were of little interest or value to
adult civilians, ^wever, they served as excellent examples of the
kinds of materials which mi^t be oonstiructed. Also excluded were materi¬
als such as the re-written best-sellers now being constructed with the
high-sehool student in mind.
There are many state and local agencies engaged in adult eduoa-
tl(m who also use simplified materials for the adult reader. Ho attempt
was made to reach these agencies, because of their duplication of many




Thirteen of the agencies answered the inquiry by sending
materials ott their present activities and bibliographies of easy readings
for suiults. This chapter sunnarises the activities of these agencies
in getting the materials which they reooinnend to their patrons. The
facts related here were gathered from the materials sent by the agencies
concerning their activities and from periodical articles conoeming
them.
The Readabili-^ Laboratory. Institute of Adult Education.
Teachers College, Columbia University
In 1956, the Amerlcsua Association for Adult Education began a
new approach to the problem of readability. With the assistance of the
Macmillan Publishing Company and with the financial aid of the Carnegie
Corporation, the Readability laboratory was established at Teachers
College, Columbia University. This laboratory was given the task of
assembling all that was known about readability, and of putting this
knowledge to work by producing a series of experimental non-fiction books
for mass consumption.
At the beginning of the experiment it was assumed that the books
of the series were to be prepared for the "average American" — ttiat is,
persons whose income and conditions of living were near the national
average. It was felt that to meet the needs of this group the books
should not exceed in difficulty the sixth grade reading level. But be¬
fore finally determining ihe difficulty level of the books to be prepared,
investigators were sent to interview people in the American population
whose living conditions were near the national average. The results of
their study confirmed the reports of previous investigators that a
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majority of the "average Amerieans" read only newspapers and the more
sensational magazines, and had little or no Interest In serious hooks.
The Readahlllty Laboratory experimenters decided then, that the
books of the series, to be oalled the Peoples Library, should not exceed
in difficulty the informstlve articles of the mass circulation periodicals.
Previous investigations had shown that eighty per cent of the buyers of
the Saturday Evening Post, a mass circulation periodical, read some or all
of the informative articles of the weekly issue. Thus, the articles in
the Saturday Evening Post were selected as representative of a level of
difficulty which the books in the Peoples Library should not exceed.
Dr. Lyman Bryson, director of the laboratory, defined three
special qualities -that each book should havet
Lucidity: the quality of clearness timt makes the
authors meaning uHieaiiteAaift* to any reader who knows the
vocabulary and understazuls -the concepts involved.
Comprehensibility: the quality tiiiat makes it possible
for a person of given reading skill not only to
recognize the meanings of the words in a piece of
writing but also to understand the author's concepts
and ideas.
Appeal: ths quality that makes a piece of writing
interesting and pleasant to a given group of readers.'^
Subjects for the books were chosen on the basis of requests made
to readers' advisers in public libraries. The Peoples Library books
were developed around the twelve subjects requested most frequently by
library patrons. To aid in readability the books were written in the
familiar words of everyday American speech. Published by -Qie Macmillan
^Lyman Bryson, "Readable Books for the People," Publisher's
Weekly. CXXXV (1959), 779.
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Compaay the first six volumes of the Peoples Library appeared in 1939
and were entitled: Which Way America? by Liyman Bryson, Let Me Think,
by H, A. Overstreet, The Attractive Home, by Lydia Powel, They Worked
for a Batter World, by Allan Seager, Who are These Americans? by Paul
B, Sears, and Here Comes Labor, by Chester Wright. In 1940, the remain¬
ing titles of the series appeared and were entitled: Reading and
Learning, by Lyman Bryson, Setting and Spending, by Mildred Adams,
Picture of Biealth, by Jsunes Clarke, How Criminals are Cauf^t, by Arnold
Miles, Soienoe in Life, by John Pfeiffer, emd Way Out of Wag by Cesar
Saerchinger.
The publishers and editors of the series wanted to find out
idiether the Peoples Library books were being read by the people for whom
they were written. Six months after the publication of the series, the
Sub-Committee on Readable Books of the American Library Association,
which advised the Laboratory in its library activities laid the plans for
a survey to be used by reader*s advisers in public libraries. Sixty-five
libraries were able to carry through the study. Every reader who took
out a volvuae of the Peoples Library was requested to fill in the slip
placed inside the back cover.
The sunrey showed that nearly all groups of readers had used the
series. Ihese readers were grouped into eight categories: professionals,
skilled workers, unskilled workers, white-oollar workers, persons who
were unemployed and retired, housewives, students and those whose occupa¬
tions were not noted.
The investigators concluded that, in part, the books reached the
readers for whom they were intended. Forty-five per cent of the readers
would have read a book dealing with one of these subjects even if there had
-21.
beon no Peoples Library yolumes available. Most of the readers answered
that they had enjoyed and wanted more of the books. Seventy per oent of
the readers suggested subjects for future volumes.^
The Laboratory has issued no additional books since the original
publications and since the cessation of its activities in the early
1940*s. no other agency has issued a series similar to the Peoples
Library.
The American Libraiy Association
In 1924. the Executive Board of the Americeua Library Association
appointed a Conmission on the Library and Adult Education. The report
of the Commission, published vinder the title "Libraries eind Adult Educa¬
tion." listed that one of its alms would be to promote "the publication
of more books that are clearly and simply written and suitable for use
in adult education". This statement was an indication of the Associa¬
tion* s more active interest in the preparation of materials for adults.
Later, in 1925. the Commission on the Library and Adult Educa¬
tion appointed a sub-committee on Readable Books, whioh was to investigate
the possibility of encouraging the production of more books of educational
value idiloh would be written not only to Interest, but to be tmderstood
by men and wom«i of limited knowledge, who required materials characterized
by simplicity of language, brevity of statement, and non-teohnioal treat-
s
ment. The Felsenthal list of Readable Books in Many Subjects based on
Catherine C. Cartwri^t. "Who Roads the Readable Books?"
Wilson Library Bulletin. XY (Juno. 1941), 818.
^Graoe T. Stevenson, "The ALA Adult Education Boaird," AIA
Bulletin. XLVIII (1954), 226.
^Emma Felsenthal. Readable Books in thiny Subjectst A Study and
a List (Chicagot American Library Association. 1929).
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the inTestlgatloa dealt with oultural and aoademio subjeots, and was
arranged aooording to the Dewey Decimal Syatem.
Aooording to the preface of the printed list,^ the Sub-Committee
on Readable Books selected the following five qualities as basio for an
ideal "first book*t
1. Simplioity of language
2« Non-teohnioal language





After ten years of researoh, the seleotion of books from existing
materials was halted; readers advisers fomd their resourees too lioiited
because there was so little published materials wfaioh met the needs of
adults.
Sinoe 1948, the Sub-Comraittee on Book Appraisal, with the late
Miriam Tompkins as ehaijnaan, has replaced the Sub-Committee cm Readable
Books. The new Committee graded books according to their readability for
the guidance of both readers and librarians.
The American Library Association has cooperated with many other
agencies which produce materials. In 1939, the Association published a
2
bibliography prepared by tiie Cincinnati Public Library, with revisions
appearing in 1946 and in preparation for 1954. The Gray and Leary study
on What Makes a Book Readable^ was published with the assistance of the
Association. The Sub-Committee on Readable Books and the Joint American
^elsenthal, op. pit., p. 3.
2cinolnnati Public Library. Reader’s Bureau. Books for Adult
Beginners (Chicago s American Library Association, 1946).
William S. Gray and Bemioe B. Leary. What Makes a Book
Readable (Chioagot Iftiiversity of Chicago Press, '1935).
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Library Assooiatlon-Amerloan Association of Adult Education Coou&ittee on
Reading Habits joined forces in 1935 to establish at Teachers College,
Columbia Thiiversity, an advisory bureau on readability to experiment in
writing, editing eind analysing readable materials with a view to aiding
interested writers and publishers.
In 1953, funds were made available to the American Library Associa¬
tion for the development and stimulation of adult education activities
in public libraries, with the hope that these new efforts would re-awaken
interest in the provision of readable materials for adults*
Ihe Catholic Library Association
Althou^ many Catholic agencies work in the area of adult educa¬
tion, they do not make available or publish easy reading materials for
adults. Materials included on the reading lists prepcured for adult
readers by the Catholic Library Association aire not selected on the basis
of reading levels.
National BduoatiCTa Association of the Ihiited States.
Division of Adult Education Service
The work in adult education of the National Education Association
is centered in the Division of the Adult Education Sez*vioe. The Division
prepares very easy reading materials to be used in adult education
classes. The readable materials published by this agency are classed in
a great part as textbooks for class and home study courses. Ihe readers
cover many subjects, e.g., the IMited States Constitution, the English
language, the American people, and other subjects on American life. This
agency also has a series of readers written in basic English which are
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raoommeuded for use with literate students. Helps for instructors in
teaching adults aooompany many of the readers. No details were available
as to how these materials were prepared.
United States Works Projeots Administration.
Bdueati<ai Seetion
The United States Works Projects Administration, a relief agency
of tiie Federal government during the 1930* s performed many duties in the
area of adult eduoati<»a. Although this agency did not write the materials
used in the adult education classes that it sponsored, it made basic
rules by which materials could be developed.
Bight areas were to be considered in preparing materials for
adultst (l) home and family, (2) individual self-development, (3) employ¬
ment, oooupatlons euad industry, (4) oonmunlty life emd relationships,
(5) consumer problems, (6) health and safety, (?) citlsenship, and (s)
reoreati<m. ^
A special vocabulary list was to be used in editing -the materials,
with progressive vocabulary growth at each level. Ihe niunber of words
included at each level were 350 words for the first level, 700 words for
the second level, 1200 words for the third level, 1,600 words for the
fourth level, and 2,500 words for the fifth level.
The Works Projects Administration suggested that the writers of
ma-torials for adults use certmin stcmdards in the preparation of the
materials. Their suggestions weret
S. Office of Education. Report on Adult Education Workshop
Held at Atlanta University, Atlanta.*^eorgia, June 16-July 23, 1948
(Washington! U. S. Office of Education, 1948), p. 63.
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1. Use a basic -rocabulary.
2. Use from to ten new words per 100 words.
3. Work with adult interests using short sentences.
4. Make use of visual aids.
5. Use large easy type, give plenty of space on the page.
6. Introduce two or three new words per lesson with repetitions
of words. 2
7. Use a narrative style (personalised).
The principles devised by the Works Projects Administration for
preparing materials were used by many other agencies. The United States
Army used the vocabulary lists to prepare materials for its Special
Training Units. The Works Projects Administration was consolidated with
other units of government into the Federal Works Agency. The new
agency* s work was extended until June SO, 1940, by the &i»rgenoy Relief
Appropriation Act of 1939. Its vocabulary lists and other materials are
no longer available.
United States Bureau of Prisons. United States
Department of Justice
The need for education among the prison population is affimed by
the fact that a large proportion of adult prisoners have not progressed
beyond the sixth grade. Many prison officials have tried to help the
inmates by providing adult education classes and preparing library facili->
ties. The Federal Reformatory at Chillicothe, Ohio, has prepared a
list of books which is used by its personnel for promoting reading cuaong
prisoners whose abilities do not extend beyond the elementary grades.
The reading list is composed of books of fiction and biography, with very few
%. S. Office of Education, op. eit., p. 64,
^Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe. Ohio, /fsooks for Adult
Prisoners of the Lower Elementary Grades ^7 (Chillicothe, Ohioi
Federal Reformatory),
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serlouB subjects Included. Ihe reformatories do not write materials to
be used by the prisoners but select from existing materials those that
meet their needs.
United States Department of Justice. Immigration
and Haturalisation Service
The Ismtigratlon and Naturalisation Serrloe publishes federal text¬
books on citizenship in several grade levels for use by persons sAio eare
preparing for the naturalization examinations. A large proportion of
these textbooks deal with the American government, American history,
life and customs, and the English language. The readers prepared by this
agency are designed to give the foreigner the understanding of American
life which will make him a useful citizen. Although designed for citizen¬
ship studies, these readers ere used by many libraries as easy readings
in American history and government.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
Because references were often made concerning the adult educaticsi
activities of the Tennessee Talley Authority, an inquiry was sent to
this agency to determine whether or not It did any work in preparing
readable materials for adults.
Adult education is a subsidiary function of the Tennessee Talley
Authority. An effort is mde to provide programs which will meet the
expressed intellectual, recreational and social needs and interestsof
its employees. It has prepared no publications for adults of limited
reading ability.
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Unlted Statos Office of Edueation
Llteraoy Eduoation Seotioa
The Pro;)eot for Literacy Eduoatiooi was established to produce
materials for slow reading students at the adult age level. The Project
developed learning aids, workbooks and basic readers to be used by adult
eduoation olasses. Under the sponsorship of the Office of Eduoation of
the Federal Security Agency and with the financial assistance of the
Carnegie Corporation, the Projeot developed materials to fill some of the
major needs for simplified readings dealing with American life. The
materials have been tested througih experimental use in adult eduoation
demonstration olasses sponsored by the Project. The basic readers pro¬
vide readings about evex*yday experiences of adults at home, at work,
at ohuroh and during recreation periods.
Cincinnati Public Library
The work of the Cincinnati Public Library in selecting readable
books for adults had its beginning in a special oolleotion of books. These
books were collected by the Readers Advisers of the Library to meet the
needs of the local Federal Emergency Relief Commission and the Works
Projects Administration for adult eduoation textbooks, during the early
1930*s. Since that time, new materials have been added to idle oolleotion
and used by many of the oitisenship teachers of the Cincinnati Public
Schools. The product of this work has been an annotated and graded list
of readings for the adult beginner.^ This bibliography brings together
Cincinnati Public Library, op. oit.
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textbooks and supplementary readings for adults, grouped for grades 1-4
and grades 5-7. A three-hour test of the (rray and Leary method for
books of grades 1-4, and -^e Flesoh formula for grades 5-7 was applied to
all books.
The Mew York Publlo Library
1
In 1954, the New York Public Library published a bibliography
of easy reading materials for adults. This list was produced as a
cooperative effort of sixty practicing librarians who wore engaged over
a period of two years in a workshop program of the Circulation Department
The list grew out of the difficulty which staff members encountered in
selecting books for foreign-bom readers, the Spanlsh-spefiking readers,
emd the native-born adults of low literacy.
Suggestions of titles to be examined by the workshop came frcxn
the American Library Association's publication Books for Adult Beginners,
from readings selected by the Committee for Refugee Education, from
teachers of English for the foreign-born and from suggestions from com¬
mittee members themselves. The readability formula devised by Dr. Rudolf
2
Flesch and explained in his book. How to Test Readability was used to
test the books.
The list composed of over three-hundred titles, contained books
on all levels of reading with the fewest books being found in the lowest
reading level. Since the work of the Committee was oompleted in 1951 no
2
%ew York Public Library, Easy Reading for Adults ^ew Yorkt
New York Public Library, 1954).
^Cincinnati Public Library, op. cit.
^Rudolf Flesch, How to Test Readability (New York: Harper, 1951).
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titles h&ve been added since that date.
United Nations Educational. Solentlfle
and Cultural Organigatiga
The first attempts of the United Satious Educational, Scienti¬
fic and Cultural Organization to prepare readable materials for adults
were made in cooperation with the Organization of American States. The
efforts of the two groups were directed toward preparing readable materi¬
als for the more than forty per cent of the people of Latin America who
were classed as semi-illiterates. These adults were the ones idio had
either dropped out of school at a wery early grade, or who had never gone
to school but learned something of the reading and writing skills through
a literacy campaign. These semi-illiterates had often forgotten the
oommunioation skills they once leaimed because there were no materials
in Latin America on which beginning readers could apply, with profit,
the skills which they had gained.
To destroy the vaouim that existed between the time when an
Individual began to learn to read and the time when he was fully literate,
the Organization of American States and United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization established the Latin Amerioan
Bureau for the Production of Fundamental Education Materials. This agency
was to prepare primers in education, health, agriculture, economics and
labor, that would serve the dual purpose of spreading useful knowledge
and encouraging repeated use of reading skills.
A readability formula was applied to all materials prepared by
the Bureau, indicating statistically their relative difficulty. Word
usage was based on Dr. Seth Spaulding's plan of "three-dimensional word
repetition"*
New words must be introduced at spaced iuterTals. so as
not to provide too great a burden at any one time, and each
word must occur a number of times to acquaint the student
with it. . . . Hew words must be repeated a minimum
nuniber of times for developing a mechanical familiarity
with the word (vertical repetition) and also repeated in
varied context to develop rich meaning (horieontal
repetition). The third dimension refers to the fact that
both of these types of repetitions must be a part of a
really interesting, vivid and significant narrative if they
are to develop a feeling for the language as a whole.1
Ihe prelimincury materials were tested in the field by the
Patsauaro Center of Fundamental Sduoation located in Mexico and by teach¬
ing institutions in America. After their trials, the materials were
published on a large soale in Spanish, Portuguese and French with the
help of governmental international organizatlcms.
The primers already published include an introductory one en¬
titled Quieres Leer? (Do You Want to Read?) and others about Lincoln,
smallpox, and consumer cooperatives (Bueno y barato- Good and Cheap).
Those in preparation are on Bolivar, San Martin, the Questzalooatl legend,
the rural house, water, milk, emd tuberculosis, plus ^e puedes hacerpor
tu pueblo? (What Caoi You Do for Your Village?) and Trabajemos Jxmtos
2
(Let's Work Together).
A proposed Project cm Ftindamental Education for Adults was sug¬
gested for many segments of the population of the United States. Reading
^Seth Spaulding, "Fimdeuaental Education and the Foreign language
Teacher," Hispania, XXXVI (1953), 168.
p. 14,
^uillama Nannettl, "Something to Read," Americas, March, 1952,
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materials for the project would be similar to ihe booklets developed by
the Organization of Amerioam States and United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization for its Fundaimental Education
Projects in Latin America.
Canadian Association for Adult Educatioa
Inquiry concerning materials for adults of limited reading abili¬
ties to the Canadian Association for Adult Question brought answers from
several sources. As in the United States, much of the work done in
Canada is for the adult education classes and for the citizenship train¬
ing of foreigners.
Reading lists from the Department of Education, Toronto, Ontario,
are composed of English language textbooks, books on the Caneuiian govern¬
ment, general science, and life in Canada. This agency also has available
abbreviated classics to be used for supplementary reading by the more
advanced "new Canadians".
The Thomas Nelson and Sons (Canada) publishers produce the Reader’s
Digest Readings, a collection of articles chosen for their popularity
by adults and young people all over the world. The purpose of the books
is to provide interesting reading for those who are not yet ready to
read books and magazines written for native speakers of English. The
books serve, then, as one of the steps between the beginner's exercises
and the reading of un-slmplified English. Although the vocabulary and
grammar have been kept simple, the content and ideas are those of the
regular English editions of the Reader's Digest. The Reader's Digest
Readings are published in the United States by the Reader's Digest
Educational Service, Inc., Pleasantville, New York.
CHAPTER IT
M AHALYSIS OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES OF READING MATERIALS
FOR ADULTS OF LOW READING LE7ELS
Of the 14 ageuoies disouseed in Chapter III, 11 of them sub«
mitted reading lists of materials which they had prepared for adults
of low reading levels. Tso of the agenoies were no longer aotive.
Copies of the lists were secured and analyzed to determine
the subjects about which easy reading materials for adults wore avail¬
able. Only ten lists were used in the study because of the duplicaticm
of lists received from two agenoies. The lists used in the study were
prepared for two purposes« (l) to be used by readers advisers in public
libraries and (2) to be used as guides to instructional materials for
teachers of adult education classes. In order to define more clearly ihe
types of easy reading materials sdiioh were available, three analyses of
the bibliographies were made - a count of the number of books subject
area I a count of the number of books by two grade levels, 1-4 and 5-7;
8uad a oomt of the number of books developed for instructional use.
The analyses were made on the basis of annotations or descriptive notes
included with eaoh title. A bibliography of the reading lists used in
the study appears at the end of the chapter.
Subjects Covered in the Bibliographies
The 770 articles which were included in the bibliographies reflect
the wide range of interests of members of the adult population. The
-32.
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distributian of articles by subjeot area Is shom in Table 1. A
short descriptire note on each subject area and the types of materials
included under each is given here to explain the categories used and to
show in more detail the types of easy reading materials idiieh are avail¬
able.
T4BLB 1
DISTRIBaTION OF ENTRIES IN TEN BIBLIOGHAPHIBS OF EASY HEADINGS






Interpreting Amerioa 146 18.96
Biography 153 17.27
English Language 126 16.37
Fiction 82 10.64
Home and family life 42 5.45
Science and technology 39 5.07
Literature 35 4.55




Social sciences 14 1.82
Nature study 14 1.82
ifealih 14 1.82
Community life 11 1.43
Recreation 7 .90
Music and art 6 .78
Total 770 100.00
Interpreting Amerioa
All topics relating to life in Amerioa as a national unit were
included here. Those books whioh were ooncerned with the duties of
oitisenship were given a separate heading. Books on Amerioan history.
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gOTerzuosut, and the rights of the people were added here because they fom
a part of the baokgrozind to the understanding of America. Other sub¬
jects placed in this category ware, natural resources, geographic des¬
criptions of iUnerica, the population of America and American customs and
holidays.
Biography
Seventeen per cent of the articles in the bibliographies were
grouped under the category of biography. Biographical books are read by
many adults because of the personal references included in them. All
biographical books were grouped under this heading regardless of the
field in which the biographee achieved success. Lives of great Americans,
and success stories of foreign-born Americans were listed most frequently
in the lists.
English language
The high percentage of articles in this category resulted be¬
cause of the need for English readers for foreign-bom adults. These
readers serve the dual purpose of giving the foreign adult some knowledge
of the principles of English while providing exercises in reading. The
readers cover such topics as speech improvement, American slang and
idioms, and the basic principles of composition. General reading materials
are also included. Unlike most categories, materials were found here
for all grade levels.
A few of the books in this category were developed for special
nationalities or racial groups. Books were listed idiioh were designed to




Current best-sellers ehioh have been found suitable in readability
for adults of low reading levels were grouped here as distinguished troa.
the re-written olassios and other types of literature.
Home and Psuoily Life
The 42 books in the bibliographies which were grouped under the
heading of home and family life were primarily stories about families,
ohild oare, adolescent problems, and home improvement. Articles on
personality development were included in this group since the develop¬
ment of one's self is so closely connected with family relations. Reader's
advisers have classified this group of materials as especially suitable
for women readers.
Science and Technology
Five per cent of the total number of books were placed in 'Uie
category of science and technology. Host of the books were in the
physical sciences, as topics on the weather, the earth's surface and
eleotriolty. A few books were found idiioh attempted to explain modem
machinery in a simple manner.
Literature
Grouped in this category are legends, fables, folklore, standard
editions of the olassios and simplified classics. Anthologies of poetry
and short stories are also included here. Thirty-five titles were placed
under this category.
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Other People, Other Lands
Under this heading were placed such materials as geographic
descriptions of countries and stories of people other than Americans.
Stories of the life of the American Indian were grouped here also since
Indian life on resei^rations has tended toward isolation and preserva¬
tion of a separate culture.
Vocations
A total of 28 articles were included under the heading of voca¬
tions. Practical techniques and procedures of job hunting were discussed
in a majority of the books. Others explained the occupations of the
average Americans, as, policemen, fire-fighters, department store workers
and others. Techniques and description of how-to-do some jobs were in¬
cluded also.
Citizenship
Books on citizenship were collected to meet the needs of a speci¬
fic group of readers - the foreign bom adults udio desired naturaliza¬
tion. IHiese titles were given a separate category because of the demand
made upon them by readers. Books in this area explained the duties of
a citizen, the procedures for becoming a citizen, and voting procedures.
A large percentage of materials in this category were prepared by iiie
Federal government.
Religion
Investigators have agreed that the Bible ranks high in readability.
For this reason, a low percentage of religious articles were foimd in the
study. The 15 articles which were grouped under this heading were, for
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the most part, explanations of other faiths.
Social Soienoe
Many of the topics nAiioh would ordirarily he placed in the cate¬
gory of the social sciences have been included under the heading hater-
preting America. Topics not dealing with American life and customs,
but with social science problems in general have been grouped here.
World histories, consumer problems, finance and world trade may be cited
as examples of materials in this area.
Nature Study
The titles grouped in this category must be distinguished from
scientific studies in biology. Most of the books were popular descrip¬
tions and explanations of euaimals and plants. Books on identifying
plants and books on plant cultivation were included also.
Bealth
Nineteen articles were found which could be classified as relating
to health problems. Most of these books gave instructions on the care
and protection of the health of members of the family. The United Nations
Bduoation, Scientific and Cultuiral Organisation booklets, designed to
educate many Latin Americans to a better way of life, discuss community
health problems, e.g., the purification of water, tuberculosis, and
other contagious diseases. The percentage of materials is relatively
low in view of the interest which adults have in this subject.
Community Life
Books included in this category explain life in small urban areas
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in contrast to the large national units. Prohlems of intergroup rela¬
tions and community development were included here. For new citizens
there was a book on how the city serves its people.
Recreation
Grouped in this category were books on sports, hobbies and other
types of activities which offer diversion from occupational activities.
Less than one per cent of the articles appeared in this category.
Music and Art
Only six titles were found which could be included in this cate¬
gory. These six titles were either books of art and music history, or
books on interpreting said appreciating art and music. Biographies of
fsuaous muslcisois and artists were grouped under the heading of Biography.
A total of 210 or 27 per cent of the total number of articles
used in the study were classed as readers designed for instructional use.
Developed for use in adult education classes, these books meet the needs
of foreign smd native-born adults. One hundred and eighty-five of the
textbooks have been created for the use of foreign adults, preparing for
naturalization examinations. It appears that materials for fundamental
education of native-born adults are inadequate in comparison to materials
for foreign-bom adults. !Qie textbooks included in the study cover such
subjects as, English fundamentals, history, duties of citizenship, and
life in urbeoi areas. American and Canadian textbooks were counted in the
study.
According to Rudolf Flesoh all reading materials below the fifth-
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grade level have only the function of teaching how to read,^ However,
sinoe there is a constant demnd for books for the beginning group,
readers advisers in many public libraries attempt the selection of primers
for this group. It was for this reason that 210 titles of this type
were found. VHhile textbooks made up a large part of the total, many
primers or easy readers were included; few children's books have been
found suitable for the beginning adult reader.
Siunmary
Ihe books idiich nstke up the bibliographies used in liiis study
represent the types of materials now produced as easy reading materials
for adults, that are prepared for national distribution. The range in
subject area compares favorably with the range of adult interest, al¬
though there is a scarcity of materials in some areas.
The frequency of titles in idle subject categories reflect the
influence of the agencies engaged in preparing readable materials. The
high percentage of books on interpreting America and English fundamentals
show the major concern of the Federal government in citizenship training
and adult education. The lowest number of titles appeared in the social
sciences, music and art, and the pure sciences. Materials for these
categories were prepared by the Peoples Library. But the cessation of its
activities left a void in the production of materials of this type.
There appeared to be an adequate simount of materials for oitlzen-
^incinnati Public Library, Books for Adult Beginners (Chicagot
American Library Association, 1946), p. 9.
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ship training of foreign-bona adults, supplied by national governments.
Materials for Fundamental Education are needed by many segsients of the
population, as, migrant workers, American Indisuis and Spanish Americans.
Materials were found for all grade levels of reading ability,
with the amount of materials increasing as the scale of reading diffi¬
culty progressed upward. The selection of materials for the lower
grades was limited to first readers Bind other materials specifically
prepared or adapted for begiiuiers. Beyond the fifth-grade level the
selection of materials showed books which more nearly approached adult
reading materials in difficulty. The Organization of American States-
Itaited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization book¬
lets and the Reader's Digest Readings met the needs of those adult read¬
ers who were in the transitional stage where the mechanics of reading
had been mastered but standard adult reading materials could not iMW^ead
with ease.
A study of the bibliographies shows that materials may be found
in most of the areas in idiich adults request readable materials, al¬
though the amount of materials is sometimes inadequate. Librarians
and teachers of adults are often forced to use materials that are not
up-to-date. To meet the problems of scarcity of materials and up-to-
dateness publishers should be made aware that the market for books of
this type is not too limited.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF READING LISTS USED IN m STUDY
The Hew York Publio Library, Easy Reading for Adults: Three-
hundred titles helpful to living in America, New York:
The New York Publio Library, 1954.
The 500 titles in this bibliography, ohosen by a workshop group
of the librsiry range in difficulty from ”very easy" to "fairly
difficult". Titles were foimd for all liie subject categories used
in the study.
Source: The New York Publio Library,
United States Department jaf Justice. Federal Reformatory,
Chillioothe, Ohio. /Books for Adult Prisoners of the Lower
Elementeiry Gradesj/ Chillicothe, 6hio: Federal Reformatory,
A typed list of 30 fiction and biographical books prepared for
prisoners of the elementary grade levels.
Souroe: Supervisor of Education, Federal Reformatory, Chillioothe,
Ohio.
United States Department of Justice. Immigration and Naturalizaticai
Service. Information Concerning Citizenship Text Materials;
Issued by the Immigraticrn and H’aturalizatlon Service. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturaliza¬
tion Service.
A list of federal textbooks on citizenship ^ouped in four cate¬
gories, (l) Constitution and government series, (2) Literacy Series,
(3) American democracy series and (4) home study series. The books
included in the list may be obtained without cost for the use of
applicants for naturalization who study within or under the super¬
vision of the publio schools.
Souroe: U.S. Department of Justice. Immigration and Naturalization
Service, Philadelphia, Pa,
Department of Education. Community Programmes Branch. English
and Citizenship. Toronto, Ontario: Department of iduoation.
A list of easy readings for adults preparing for citizenship
in Canada.
Soxuroe: Citizenship Section. Department of Education. Toronto,
Ontario.
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Cinoinnati Public Library, Reader’s bureau. Books for Adult
Begimaers, Chicagos American Library Association, 1946,
A list of supplementary readings for adults, both foreign and
native-born. The books in this list are grouped according to grade
levels of readings. Covers most of the subject areas.
Source} American Library Association, Chicago, Illinois,
OAS-UNSSCO Latin American Fundamental Education Press, OAS-
UHESCO Booklets for Adults ■who have just learned to Read,
Washington, D,C,} OAS-BNESCO I’ress, n,d,
A list of seventeen booklets for adults irtio have mastered
the mechanics of reading but are not yet ready to read adult materials.
Pamphlets are published in Spanish, French, Portuguese, and English,
Source: Publications Division, Pan American Union, Washington, D.C,
Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, Materials for Adult
Illiterates. Washington, D.C, Federal Security Agency, 1948.
A bibliography of references to be used in adult education.
It includes beginning texts and readers, arranged by series.
Source: National Education Association of the United States,
Washington, D, C,
National Education Association of the United States. Books Suitable
For Foreign-born Adults and Older Children. Washington, D.C.t
National Education Association of the United States.
A bibliography of general texts to be used with adults, in
teaching English and citizenship.
Source: National Education Association of the United States,
Washington, D. C,
Project for Literacy Education. Tested Educational Materials
for Students of Low Literacy Levels, New London, Connecticut:
Educator’s Washington Dispatch.
This series of basic readers was designed for use in adult
education classes. These materials make up the essentials in reading
for the first four grades in adult education.
Source: Office of Education, Department of Health, Education,
Welfare.
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Reader*s Digest Readings. Toronto, Ontario, Thomas Nelson and
Sons, 1954*
Two anthologies of articles from the pages of Reader*s Digest,
The readers serre as a step between beginner's exeroises and the
reading of unsimplified text. Available in the United States from
Reader's Digest Eiduoational Service, Inc,, Pleasantville, New York,
Source: Canadian Association for Adult Education.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The seareh for readable mteriale for adults began to reoelTe
definite interest in the early 1920*s. Since that time librarians
and other adult education workers have endearored to define, select
and prepare materials for adults, particularly those of limited educa¬
tion.
Although closely related to the search for textbooks for adult
education classes, the movement was not undertaken to satisfy this
need alone. The books selected by investigators in readability have
been used for recreational reading, for intelleotual progress, for
citizenship training, as well as for inoreasing literacy.
The selection of easy reading materials has been based, first,,
upon the reader's interests, needs and abilities, emd second, upon the
qualities of the books themselves whioh tmd to make them more readable.
One cannot estimte the reading ability of an adult by determining the
length of time he spent in school. That is why Investigators have used
studies of library requests, results of reading tests in adult educa¬
tion classes, and studies of adult magazine reading to determine the
Interests, needs and abilities of adults.
At first, the vocabulary burden of materials was thought to be
the quality whioh led to difficulty. Later, statistical formulae, based
on many elements of sentence structure, as the number of hard words, the
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number of personal pronouns, the number of prepositional phrases and
the length of sentences were used to determine readability.
Ibe results of the readability experiments have been used to
select easy readings from existing materials, to simplify or improve
the readability of standard books and to write materials of definite
levels of difficulty.
The fourteen agencies discussed in Chapter III are or were the
ma;}or sources of readable mterials for adults. Tso agencies, the
Readability Laboratory and the Works Projects Administration are no
longer active. Books are produced by the remaining agencies for several
types of limited readers. Two of the agencies prepare materials for those
who have acquired basic reading skills but who are not yet ready to
read standard materials. Other agencies produce materials written
especially for the foreign-bom adult who is preparing for oitisenshlp.
Also, materials are produced for the "average American* whose reading
level is about the seventh grade and whose desire for intellectual pro¬
gress has led him to seek simply written materials on serious subjects.
Textbooks are prepared by many agencies for adult education classes.
In 1954, the Reader's Digest Bducation Service produced two
antiiologles of articles selected from the Reader's Digest cmd simplified
for adult use thus, becoming the only major publishing company, other
than the Macmillan Publishing Company, to show concrete interest in this
area.
One cannot overlook the amount of work which has been done by the
federal governments of the Ihiited States and Canada. Although the govern¬
ment materials are designed for the citizenship training of foreign-bom
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adults, many librarians hare used them as easy readings for other
library patrons.
Textbooks for oitisenship training and for teaching basic read¬
ing skills to adults are fairly sufficient in number. More books are
needed for those nrho have mastered the skills of reading but cannot
read with ease standard adult materials.
Readable materials have been prepared in most of the subject
categories where requests for materials have been made although the
amount of materials is Inadequate in some fields. There cure not
enough books, that are simple, lucid, and inexpensive, which are written
on current questions, on the arts and on the sciences. However, as the
grade level increases the number of materials increases also. The need
for more materials still exists.
The development of a centralised agency idiose major purposes
would be to prepare materials’ for adults of low reading abilities and
to serve as an information center on the work done in this area, would
aid greatly in the production of readable materials. This agency could
conduct a thorough exploration of the field of readable materials. It
would help to alleviate the duplication in work by two or more agencies.
Work centered in one agency, would make it easier and cheaper to keep
materials up-to-date. With the cooperation of other organisations, this
agency could aid in the fundamental education of all segments of the
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